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Introduction

Heavy rainfall in the last quarter of
2013 continued into January and February. Thankfully rainfall in March
was close to the 20-year average. The
mild and damp weather ensured a
steady flow of records throughout the
quarter - especially from woodland
sites.
This edition includes a full account of
Jon Hudson’s exciting Hazel Gloves
find briefly reported in the last
bulletin. We also have Adam Pollard’s
account of interesting species
collected whilst walking along a
cyclepath (hopefully keeping a
watchful eye out for cyclists!).
Just as we go to press we have good news
from the Pembrokeshire Biodiversity
Partnership which has sponsored an update and reprint of our "Waxcaps of West
Wales" booklet. Thank you PBP.

David Harries, PFRN coordinator
(dandh@f2s.com)
April 2014
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Fungus records
Oyster mushrooms
Adam Pollard found this splendid collection of Pleurotus
ostreatus - Oyster Mushroom - on 4th January.
And another Oyster mushroom.....Strange but true....

However, not all collections of Oyster mushroom are
as handsome, or turn up where you would expect
them to be, as Mike Karpaty tells us.......
When Paul Gold, one of Mike Karpaty's work
colleagues, opened up a gas cupboard on the side of
his van he was not expecting to find a fungal
stowaway. Paul, who has an interest in
fungi, asked Mike to identify it for him.
Subsequent inspection of the specimens
revealed the identity as Pleurotus ostreatus.
After this discovery it got Mike wondering
what other types of possibly yet
undiscovered mushrooms could be growing
within the underground network of BT's boxes.
Maybe there are other strange but true fungi waiting to be discovered by Paul. We will keep you
posted (MK).
Smut on Red Campion
As an aside from regular "mushrooms",
you may notice a smut on the anthers of
Red Campion flowers. This shows as a
distinct brown centre to the flower head
(left) which contrasts with the unaffected
anthers (right). The smut is Microbotryum
lychnidis-dioicae and is usually (in the
UK) restricted to White Campion (Silene
latifolia) and Red Campion (S. dioica).
Alan Silverside's excellent website (www.bioref.lastdragon.org)
tells us that far from being 'text-book' smuts, the campion smuts
are actually allied to the rust fungi (Pucciniomycetes) and belong
to the Microbotryum violaceum complex.
Smuts from this genus produce spores which have a very
distinctive reticulate pattern as illustrated here.
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Hazel gloves (Hypocreopsis rhododendri) new to Pembrokeshire (Jon Hudson)
Hazel gloves (Hypocreopsis rhododendri) is a
rather lichen-like fungus that occurs in oceanic
hazel woods and was unknown from Europe
until its first discovery on Mull in 1975. Hazel
gloves appears to be parasitic on another
fungus, the 'glue crust' (Hymenochaete
corrugate), a common fungus of dead and
dying hazel stems.

25 mm.

The pale brown finger-like lobes of hazel
gloves make it an easily identifiable, distinctive
species. It is however not easily found as it may
occur quite high in the canopy and is the colour
of dead leaves. Growing in the tree canopy it is
perhaps more likely to be spotted by
lichenologists than by mycologists!
Hazel gloves is generally restricted to stands of
ancient, undisturbed Atlantic coastal hazel wood with
its core populations in Western Scotland and Western
Ireland. The species has also been found in Devon
and Cornwall, two sites in Carmarthenshire and a
very recent record from North Wales.

Distribution map of Hypocreopsis
rhododendri (Courtesy of Dave Genney
(SNH) and colleagues).

Typical hazel woodland habitat (Brandy Brook)

In December 2013 Jon Hudson found a new population in the Brandy Brook area in North West
Pembrokeshire. At least ten mature fruiting patches were found as well as numerous small fragments.
The population here occurs on at least five hazel trees beside a public right of way, one of which
actually overhangs the footpath. A nearby sycamore has what looks like the dead remains of Hazel
gloves on it as well. The identity of this patch is currently being confirmed. If this turns out to be hazel
gloves then this would be a completely new substrate for the species.
The site of this record is of interest - it is not ancient woodland but in an old abandoned field that is
being invaded by hazel. Much of the valley here is slowly reverting to woodland through natural
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regeneration. The old fields were hedged in and had Spores
mature trees around them and the valley has probably
always had a fairly wooded aspect.
H. rhododendri is an ascomycete, with
asci containing 8 spores. As the spores
The area where hazel gloves was found is one of the mature they sometimes develop a sepmore mature stands of secondary woodland in the valley. tum which dives the spore into two cells.
The size of the trees here and old maps show that these
fields have been abandoned (or at most very lightly The spores may become cemented tomanaged) for roughly 70 yrs (i.e. they were abandoned gether in short chains as in the example
post WWII). Hazel grows as a canopy forming species here which shows four spores, with the
here, in places on its own and also in a mixed community outermost two distinctly divided by
with sycamore and ash.
septa.
The nearest stand of ancient woodland has a canopy
dominated by oak with just a little hazel in the understorey. It is therefore unlikely to support hazel gloves and
so the appearance of this species here may result from a
long distance colonisation event. Given the distribution
of hazel gloves in Ireland and prevailing wind directions,
colonisation from Ireland seems unlikely with the North
Devon populations providing a more likely spore source.
However, we should not exclude the possibility of a core
West Wales population. Any stands of canopy forming
hazel in the county should be searched for hazel gloves,
perhaps particularly those in South Pembrokeshire. The
species is known to also occur on blackthorn, willow and
wild rose.

Bar = 20 µm.

The possible extent of the species in Pembrokeshire is
unknown. Anyone managing hazel (e.g for dormice)
might consider the possibliity that this species could be present. Some management advice is linked
below, along with a link to images and information.
We would be pleased to hear from anyone who knows of stands of hazel, particularly where it is
canopy forming in a humid valley or coastal location and we could try to arrange some surveys for
this species.

References:
Ainsworth, A. M. (2003). Report on hazel gloves Hypocreopsis rhododendri, a UK BAP
ascomycete fungus. English Nature Research Report Number 541.
www.snh.gov.uk/protecting-scotlands-nature/species-action-framework/species-action-list/hazelgloves
https://sites.google.com/site/scottishfungi/species-profiles/hypocreopsis-rhododendri
https://sites.google.com/site/atlantichazelgroup/home
http://www.snh.gov.uk/docs/A155339.pdf (for habitat management advice)
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Neyland to Johnston cyclepath (Adam Pollard)
After acquiring an energetic Jack Russell puppy, we started walking along the cyclepath as it’s near
our home. I never considered it a good spot for fungi, but this year has had some interesting finds,
including two not recorded before in Wales.
Meottomyces dissimulans (formerly Pholiota Oedipus)
This was fruiting for the whole of January and I saw it last on 19th February. Although a first record
for Wales, it may not be as rare as records suggest as it is a “little brown mushroom” that few are
interested in, and it grows in winter when most people have stopped looking (or are huddling in front
of their fires.)
I think it is quite an attractive mushroom, when fresh the cap has a nice shiny chestnut brown, with
remnants of the veil (the fluffy white around the rim) and diameter to 35mm. The bottom left photo
shows the irregular shaped cheilocystidia, a microscopic feature found on the gill edge.

Flammulina elastica
This, along with F. populicola cannot be reliably separated from Velvet Shank (F. velutipes) without
microscopy. These two species are much more common than records suggest because of misreporting
of these as F. velutipes, which until 2010 was believed to be the only species in Britain and was
identified by macroscopic features alone. There were previously only 3 UK records for F. elastica,
and this is the first for Wales. F.elastica favours willow whereas F. populicola favours poplar (hence
its name.)
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The samples were dried and sent to Kew and on to Geoffrey Kibby who kindly agreed to identify the
specimen.

Reference:
Kibby, G. (2011). Fungal Portraits, No. 46: Flammulina populicola & F. elastica. Field Mycology
12 (3) 39-41.
A slime flux in spring (DJH)
If you have vere seen an unusually colourful slimy growth emerging from a cut or damaged tree
stump, and wondered what you are looking at: then you may be looking at a "slime flux".
Quite unpleasant in appearance, it seems that slime fluxes are not uncommon in the early part of the
year, forming a colourful, rubbery mat, especially on cut birch which is noted for high production of
sap from wounds.
The slime-flux is actually a microbial community usually comprised of a complex mixture of fungi
(mostly yeasts) and bacteria, and usually disappears after a few weeks (often coinciding with death
of the tree or shrub).

Reference:
Weber, R.W.S. (2006). On the ecology of fungal consortia of spring sap-flows. Mycologist 20:
140-143.
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Conservation News
The mycological community was deeply saddened to learn of the sudden death of Justin Smith in
March. Justin was the Woodlands & Wildlife officer for Bristol City Council and, at the start of the
year, had taken over as chair of the BMS Field Mycology and Conservation Committee. He was
actively involved in recent and current red data list assessments of fungal groups and was an
enthusiastic campaigner for fungal conservation.
We also recently learned of the death of the distinguished lichenologist, Peter James. Peter was 83
and had been in poor health for some time. He had been a regular visitor to Pembrokeshire and
collected a substantial number of fungus records whilst recording lichens.
Their contributions are greatly appreciated and we mourn their loss.
Cryptomyces maximus (Willow blister) air sampling
Several sites in north Pembrokeshire were recently
visited by a team of researchers from Aberystwyth
University. The team, led by Dr. Gareth Griffith,
working in conjunction with Dr. Lizzie Wilberforce
(Wildlife Trust of South and West Wales), was trialling
a method for sampling air-borne spores released by C.
maximus. Prior to the visit PFRN members had
confirmed the re-appearance of C. maximus fruiting
bodies at known sites in the County.
Sampling devices were placed at a number of sites
including Llangloffan Fen NNR (see picture) to collect
material over a 24 hour sample period. Weather data in
the immediate vicinity of the sampling equipment was
gathered throughout the trial.
Red Data List

20 mm.

Following on from the production of a red data list for
boletes, a programme, led by Kew mycologist Martyn
Ainsworth, is now focussing on Earthstars, Puffballs
(including Tulostoma), Stipitate hydnoids, the genus
Piptoporus, members of the families Cantharellaceae
and Hericiaceae, and Rusts (Puccinia) on Umbellifers.
Geastrum lageniforme (Flask earthstar) - one of the
less common Earthstars which has been recorded in
Pembrokeshire and appears on the (provisional) red
data list.
UK Fungus Day 2014
Following the success of last year's event, this year UKFD will be the 12th of October.
Groups around the country will be organising events for the weekend of 11th/12th
October.
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PFRN autumn events
Orielton Field Centre - UK Fungus Day (or even a weekend!)
This autumn we are concentrating efforts on a two-day event (11th/12th October) based at Orielton
Field Centre. The programme is currently being developed and details will be published later in the
year, but both days will involve grassland and woodland forays in the morning. The Sunday morning
event will be the Orielton Fungus Bioblitz which will build on the well-supported event held in 2013
and add to the list of records for the site.
Peter Thompson, a regular visitor to the County
and author of "Ascomycetes in Colour" has agreed
to join us for the weekend to reinforce our
knowledge of woodland species.
On both days there will be an afternoon laboratory
session for PFRN members. This will provide
more time for examination and discussion of
features on interesting specimens. Peter
Thompson will be on hand to assist with
identification keys, whilst our "in-house" expert,
Mike Crutchley, will be on hand to offer advice on Orielton Bioblitz - 2013
close-up
photography
and
demonstrate
microscopy techniques.
Ffynonne Woods
Pat O’Reilly has kindly agreed to lead a recording walk around his favourite site in North West
Pembrokeshire - Fynnone Woods. Last year’s visit was very well supported and produced a good
range of species. Pat assures us it can be even better in a good year - so plenty to look forward to. The
event will be on Saturday 1st November - details will follow later in the year.
2013 County records
The combined efforts of Network members enabled us to collect 1,029 fungus records during 2013.
These records were submitted to the local records centre (WWBIC) and the two national fungus
records databases. This year we expect to pass the milestone of 10,000 records collected since the
Network was formed. Special thanks are due to all who have contributed throughout the season - well
done..
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